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About This Game

Fistful of Frags was born years ago as a Wild West themed modification for Source engine. It has been completely renewed for
its Steam release, paying special attention to combat mechanics.

Also please note this is a completely *free* standalone mod, no micro-transactions exist, no registration required. Just
install and play. You may see ads when joining certain third party servers that host our game for free. That's however

completely unrelated to FoF dev team, we do not profit from them.

Features

Shootout (classic death-match / free for all) and up to 4 team death-match: non stop, all around action. FFA supports
ladder based global ranks.

Teamplay mode: objective based game mode featuring zone capture and 'push the cart' levels.

Cooperative mode: up to 6 players; features missions as bank assault, last stand, push

Singleplayer challenges and missions: learn the game alone, master the skills you'll need later at your own pace

Other multiplayer modes: Grand Elimination (a fast paced Battle Royale like mode), Break Bad (team based death-
match like mode featuring custom rules as unarmed players or objetives), Team Elimination (kill the entire enemy team
once at least to win the round), Versus (1 vs 1 duel matches, each map features different arenas, fair match creation
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based on player rank/skill)

Detailed dual wield system: double dynamic crosshair, weapon flip for extra accuracy options, drop or throw your
handguns as projectile attack

Advanced multiplayer bots for off-line practice

Historical black gunpowder based weapons as Colt Peacemaker/Navy/Walker, S&W Schofield, Volcanic pistol,
Deringer, Smith Carbine, Sharps rifle or Henry Rifle

Customization options: choose primary/secondary weapons and special perks

Skill based scoring system: the more skill required to accomplish an attack, the higher score is

Source Engine 2013: community managed dedicated servers, LAN support, 3rd party level design and user
customization allowed
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Title: Fistful of Frags
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Fistful of Frags Team
Publisher:
Fistful of Frags Team
Release Date: 9 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 9600 or nVidia GeForce 6 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 compatible sound

English,French,Russian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Portuguese,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Great game! Incredibly addicting and quite the challenge! I'll sleep when I'm dead! Until then... PROJECT MALLOW!. NEW
REVIEW -
It's OK and worth a try considering how much it costs. Since updating several times since launch, bugs amd issues that are
mentioned below and in other reviews have been fixed and some gameplay mechanics have been slightly tweaked to make this a
more fun experience.
__

OLDER REVIEW

Getting a bit of heat for this one, but please give my thoughts a chance.

**Please read the comments below from the developer regarding my issues below**

The ambient music, look and simplistic gameplay are nice and there is quite a bit of stage variety when you get later into the
game.

 The controls (using mouse at least) aren't always ideal. I found myself accidentally using the harpoon quite a lot after first
finding it because it's set to the same button I used to move. I think it would be nice if mouse 1 was harpoon controls and mouse
2 was move (or something like that).

The human following you, who ATMA refers to as 'it' (Markiplier, right?), can sometimes be a bit foolish. He seems to love
stopping to collect things when there is imminent danger present, so you need to make sure you lead him away from items if
you're trying to get away from something. I actually don't mind this mechanic all that much, because it means he really is relying
on you to get him out of harms way, so you're own movements mean a lot more.

 I found that I wasn't absolutely correct in my video, as you CAN avoid all the extra boxes and still get through the game,
providing you know where to go,how to get there and have a sufficient amount of o2 and power. So ideally, to give yourself a
good chance on the next level, you should scout out the level, die, then give the level a quick run through getting everything you
need.

 Exploring the levels can be quite fun and rather rewarding. However, sometimes you can't really afford to if you want a good
chance on the next levels, so unless you want to play levels you've already completed over and over, you just want to get all the
plants/documents/items as fast as possible to avoid starting the new level with 1 minute of life.

 I still maintain it's a bit annoying to collect something, accidentally die (which is quite easy on some later levels) and never get
the opportunity to get it again, unless you completely reset your progress and start from the beginning. That seems unnecessarily
punishing, especially if you start off with around a minute of power or o2 and don't really want to replay older levels.

 Personally, the reason I wouldn't recommend this game is because I begin to get bored repeating older levels to prepare for
newer ones, but if you don't mind that, give it a try.
____

Original review 3 hours after release -

Currently, there are bugs which cause some boxes and some drone power refills to only spawn once per play, meaning you have
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to speedrun this game and get everything right the first time, or run out of power and die.
The game seems interesting and has a lot of potential, but I warn you to stay away until this vital part of the game is fixed.

____
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAQJw7xfl74 - The first few levels and my experience with them.. A relatively short story,
but I found it satisfying. The characters were decently developed, and the story was fast paced. I only noticed a couple of
grammatical errors. Overall, I'd give this a 7\/10, and I'd suggest giving it a read.. Really, Really good. Absolutely love this
mod!. all i want to know is what is the point of this game all i can in this game is go/run excepts a garden "a boring garden" and
a room with doors you can't open is it supposed to be scary ther are no alicen is all fake bad game

here are what ther not are
 no intro
 no story
 no direction
 no music
don't get me started on the 1000 bugs

it cost $0.10 not worth it. More of a low-damage AR with a scope, but good gun.. greatest game ever made i hope you devs can
make an second one case animatronic 2 in a diffrent place

10/10 Rating. Worth every penny!
At this price you should just buy it and try it out. It's surprisingly good for such a cheap game!

��Steam Trading Cards!
At this price you legitimately have a chance to get all you money back just from Steam Card Trading!

��Original Content!
I actually haven't played a game quite like this before. Sure I have played paddel games, but not one where you attack the ball
like this. It wouldn't surprise me to learn that this has been done before, but I haven't seen it done before so for me it's original
content :P

��Local/Same Screen Co-Op!
Another game I can play with my neice :D

��A Challenge Even On Easy!
L2P N00bs!

��Nice Art!
��Nice Music!
��Nice Gameplay!

����������/����������
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This is a really fun game. It's similar to Civilization in its ease of play and depth of strategy. Like Civ I can't stop playing it. It's
really fun. I don't like RTS or strictly turn base; this a hybrid of both. You can change the game speed and don't feel rushed like
RTS. I like Civ, Banished, Axis and Allies, and Sim City. If you like these games, you'll like this.. I'd been looking for a game
like this hoping I'd be able to act like a GM who can identify talent, build a winning team, but through things not entirely under
my control -- player retirements and salary cap pressures -- I have to dismantle the team and rebuild it. To do that, I need to be
able to reliably identify and obtain good players. This isn't that game, and for two reasons: 1) the developer seems to think it's
"fun" to withhold information and 2) there is some really poor design in this game.

I'll use the trading system as an example of what I mean. I once drafted a player that was clearly the best one in the draft. The
problem was, it wasn't a position of need. No problem. I had a veteran player in the prime of his career. I could trade him for
similar veteran at a position I do have a need at. Right? Not really. When you bring up the trade screen you're can shop a player
around, which brings up a list of teams that are supposively interested. But if you read what it says, it's only a "rough estimate"
of their interest. In other words, they could be yanking your chain. And, indeed, that appears to be the case. After an hour of
trying fruitlessly to trade a star player, I offered a clearly advantageous trade that any GM would have leapt at, only to be told
they wanted a player with greater impact. No, I don't like games that jerk me around anymore than I like people who do that to
me in real life. This could all be avoided if I were allowed to ask the question: what would you trade for this player? But there's
no way to do it. Because of poor design, I'm left frustrated, angry, and unable to perform what should be a simple task.

Or consider the draft. I've gone through a couple dozen drafts, and if there's a way to reliably identify good players, it eludes me
-- and, yes, that includes considering combine results. In real life, if I took over a franchise, I'd immediately beef up the scouting
department so I get accurate information from which to make decisions. IN FOF, it appears that is done through your coaching
staff. The problem is, you can only replace your staff after their contract runs out. So, if you inherit a coaching staff that doesn't
know how to scout and you can't replace them for a few seasons, the predictable result is that you end up drafting stiff after stiff
after stiff. No, I don't consider that fun and, yes, I put considerable time into trying to figure it out. I've come to the conclusion
that the game is designed for failure.
https://store.steampowered.com/recommended/recommendgame/344340#
So, no, I don't recommend this game.

. This is a platformer game, rather than puzzle.
The game graphics consists of simple shapes (Cubes, pyramids, cylinders etc.)
The music is aweful, might as well just leave it silent.
The puzzles are not difficult at all, and no real out-of-the-box thinking is required. Therefore it's just a platformer game in my
opinion, not a puzzle platformer.

The price for a game consisting of no real art, and terrible noise instead of music is far too much. I recommend taking it from
HumbleBundle or other sites offering major discounts. Or wait for one on steam. Anything below 75% off is a waste of money.

I'm gonna give this game a NO, because of all mentioned above plus, there is no way to turn off that noise they call music.. It is
kinda hard at the end, but i still recommend to buy it! :D. Used to be a fun game, good with friends. Nothing special, just
stupidly fun. Shame they shut down their servers, the game doesn't work at all now. Sorry if you missed the time when it was
functioning.
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